Friday 19th November 2021

3P- Gabrielle for persevering to achieve the
success criteria in her Iron Man writing. Grace
for listening very carefully to the Fox story
and having creative ideas about the
characters.
3K - Rayna for persevering with sharing her
ideas even when it’s a bit tricky and for her
resilience in Maths. Caitlyn for working hard
to include all the success criteria in her Iron
Man writing. There is also a special mention
from Mrs Lockwood for Kajus who focussed
brilliantly and worked extremely hard in 3K’s
colour mixing lesson this week.
3B - Elliot for showing such perseverance in his reading assessment this week and managing to
focus. Jayden for achieving very well in hockey and showing excellent control and passing skills.
3L - Aleigha - for working on her concentration in class and removing herself from distracting
situations when needed. Her work has shown great improvement due to this - well done!
Iris - for persevering with her work, especially in maths with difficult addition and subtraction
equations.

The highest scoring individual spellers are also
in Year 5. Well done (Riley 5W, James 5CR and
Crimson 5W).

4M - Zak for his creative contributions within our English lessons this week, using similes,
metaphors, personification and onomatopoeia.

4H - Lili for writing an excellent setting description as part of our work on Atom and
Luna’s quest through the forest. Really well done Lili!
4L - Mohammed for a great effort this week and participating well in all lessons,
particularly in maths.
Trey for such enthusiasm in Creative Curriculum

4S - Morgan for settling well into Literacy in 4S this week and for trying really hard.

5M - Brooklyn for great contributions to our RE day. Alfie for excellent contributions to
our debate in Creative Curriculum about deforestation - a politician in the making!

5CR - Kaci for making some excellent contributions in science this week and also working
brilliantly with her partner when creating a diagram of the circulatory system. Keep up
the good work!
5W - Molly and Temmy for their brilliant designs of a church and for their contributions
during our RE day.

Which classes have met the most reading
targets in each year group?
3B 3 pupils (Year 3 winners)
3K 0 pupils
3L 2 pupils
3P 2 pupils.
4H 1 pupils (Year 4 winners)
4L 0 pupils
4M 1 pupils. (Year 4 winners)
5CR 2 pupils
5M 3 pupils
5W 6 pupils. (Year 5 and joint whole school
winners!)
6J 6 pupils (Year 6 and joint whole school
winners!)
6P 2 pupils.
6T 2 pupils
6RL 1 pupils

6P - Miya and Caitlyn for their hard work in maths this week. They have both grown in
confidence and should be very proud of themselves.
6T - Victoria for persevering in long division. Well done Victoria!
6J - Ezel and Calem for having a great attitude to learning in general. Calem has been
putting 100% effort into his reading group with Mrs Miller and Ezel puts 100% effort
into his maths independent learning.

Year 3 - Sadie (3L) for demonstrating great thinking and problem solving skills when
creating her own monologue and dialogue.
Year 4 - Robyn (4M) for successfully editing simple sequences of code to include repeat
loops to create 2d shapes.
Year 5 - James (5M) for thinking of outcomes for different possible answers during the
creation of his choices project.
- Eliza (5M) for using new techniques she has learnt whilst studying examples of
quizzes when creating her own quiz.
Year 6 - Ezel (6J) for excellent perseverance when trying to problem solve during our
computing challenge.
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